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VAMPLIERS PRO SCREW 
REMOVAL PLIERS 

• Remove stripped/rusted/corroded/
 stuck/one-side/Torx screws, nuts
 and bolts.

•  Designed with VamPLIERS™ Technology.
•  Target screws can be extracted using top jaw or 

side jaw.
•  Ergonomic elastomer handles for unmatched comfort.

• Wire cutters hardened to HRC58±2 (Rockwell standard).
• RoHS Compliant for use in various industries.
• Made in Japan from high carbon stainless steel.
  P/N 12-04718 .......... $39.95

VAMPLIERS
VAMPLIERS MINI SCREW 

REMOVAL PLIERS 
• Remove stripped/rusted/corroded/
 stuck/  one-side/Torx screws, nuts
 and bolts.
• Designed with VamPLIERS™  

Technology.
• Target screws can be extracted using top jaw or side jaw.

• Perfect slim nose for access confined spaces.
• ESD safe handle (1x106 ~ 107 O • sq)
• Ergonomic elastomer handles for unmatched comfort.
• RoHS Compliant for use in various industries.
• Made in Japan from high carbon stainless steel.
  P/N 12-04717 ...........$26.95

VAMPLIERS SCREW 
REMOVING PLIERS

The amazing Vampliers doubles as 
a regular pair of pliers, as well as a 
handy and effective screw remover. 

It uses a patented vertical and horizontal 
serration pattern to clamp onto screws (even 

if they are completely stripped) and remove 
them. Of course, it can also be used as a regular pair 

of pliers which features built-in wire cutters and wire strip-
pers .............................................P/N 12-04716 ...........$29.95

VAMPLIERS SLIP JOINT STRIPPED
SCREW REMOVAL PLIERS

These Slip Joint VamPLIERS have 
the signature concave shaped jaws 
with vertical and horizontal serra-
tions designed inside of the jaws. This 
which gives the perfect bite around a 

stripped/rusted/corroded screw, nut or bolt 
for extraction. Compared to its predecessor, these jaws are 

wider to tackle bigger problem screws. Adding to its big bite is 
the “slip-joint” feature made with reversed body structures that allows the 
jaws to adjust and firmly take on bigger screws, nuts, and bolts!
 P/N 12-04719 ...........$34.95

VAMPLIERS KIT
VamPLIERS have a signature con-
cave shaped jaws with vertical and 
horizontal serrations designed inside 
of the jaws. This which gives the per-
fect bite around a stripped/rusted/cor-

roded screw, nut or bolt for extraction.
This kit features a pair of the VT001-8 VamPLIER 

Pro Pliers, VT001-5 Mini Pliers, and the VT001-7SJ 
VamPLIER Slipjoint to cover all your rusted screw problems.
 P/N 12-04720 ........ $119.95

VAMPLIER TOOL 
POUCH

Keep your VamPLIERS all in one 
place. This handy case has five indi-
vidual pouches to hold your tools, and 
rolls up to save space in your toolbox.
Note: Does not include VamPLIERS.
 P/N 12-04721 ............ $9.95

VAMPLIERS® SCREW REMOVAL PLIERS
Remove stripped/rusted/corroded/stuck/one-side/Torx screws, nuts and 
bolts. Designed with patented VamPLIERS® Technology. Long Nose 
ideal for hard-to-reach screws up to 5.5mm in diameter and 2.2mm 
in height. Wire cutters hardened to HRC60±2 (Rockwell standard) to 
handle tough screws. Serrations in between grips used as wire pullers. 
Top teeth are inter-meshed for non-slip grip. Ergonomic elastomer 
handles for unmatched comfort. T-Shaped forged handles prevent the 
grip covers from twisting or slipping off.  RoHS compliant for use in 
various industries.  Made in Japan from high carbon stainless steel.

Description Part No Price
Long-Nose 7.5 Inch Screw Extraction Pliers 12-05052 $39.95
2 Piece Set S2A 5 Inch Mini and 6.25 Inch 12-05053 $53.95

2 Piece Set S2B 6.25 Inch and 7 Inch 12-05054 $59.95
2 Piece Set S2C 7 Inch and 8 Inch 12-05055 $71.85

2 Piece Set S2D 6.25 Inch and 8 Inch 12-05056 $66.85
3 Piece Set S3A 5 Inch Mini, 6.25 Inch, and 7 Inch 12-05057 $87.75

3 Piece Set S3B 6.25 Inch, 7 Inch, and 8 Inch 12-05058 $99.60
3 Piece Set S3C 5 Inch, 6.25 Inch, and 8 Inch 12-05059 $91.95

4 Piece Set S4AP 5 Inch Mini, 6.25 Inch, 7 Inch, and 8” 12-05061 $134.70

VAMPLIERS® RECESSED SCREW 
EXTRACTOR WITH 2-IN-1 BIT SET

High Quality Screw Extractor for recessed 
stripped screws.  Easily removes stripped or 
damaged flathead, countersunk, and recessed 
screws.  Saves time – No preparation required.  
No messy drilling required. High-Torque han-
dle grip.  2-in-1 bit set for slightly-damaged and 
heavily-damaged screws.
 P/N 12-05062 ...........$39.95

VAMPLIER SHEARS
The VT-3949 Eshears are made of high car-
bon stainless steel with Molybdenum and 
Vanadium blades, vacuum hardened and pre-
cision-ground for a long lasting edge. These 
sport modern ergonomic handles that are 
made of Nylon with 30% fiberglass and work 
for both the right and left handed user.
 P/N 12-04997 .......... $24.95

VAMPLIER ALL-IN-ONE 
ELECTRICAL SHEARS / CRIMPER
An electrician’s choice shear, the All-In-One Eshears 
are made of high carbon steel with molybdenum and 
Vanadium micro-serrated blades, which are vacuum 
hardened for everlasting durability. They are also outfit-
ted with sporty ergonomic handles made of Nylon and 
30% fiberglass for comfort and designed for ambidex-
trous use ..........................P/N 12-04996 .......... $29.95

VAMPLIER 6.25’’ KEVLAR 
CUTTING SHEARS

High quality scissors for cutting Kevlar thread. These 
scissors are specially designed for cutting Kevlar mate-
rial; Kevlar thread in particular. One blade is micro-
serrated along the whole edge. The blades are made of 
high carbon alloy steel with Molydenum and Vanadium 
edge 60~62, cutting edge hardness HV1200. The 
handles are especially designed for firm grip and to ease 
repetitive cutting action ..... P/N 12-04994 .......... $19.95

VAMPLIER SUPER COMBO 
SCISSORS

A high quality multi-use 4-in 1 innovative scis-
sors for industrial and home use. The cutting 
edges are sharp and micro-serrations provide 
a firm grip during cutting.
 P/N 12-04995 .......... $29.95

VAMPLIER 8’’ KEVLAR 
CUTTING SHEARS

These shears are ideal to cut materials made 
from aramid and para-aramid Fibers such as 
Kevlar, Dyneema, Vectran, and Technora in 
rope, ribbon, tape or fabric form. Its blades are 
made of high carbon alloy steel from Japan 

and are infused with Molybdenum and Vanadium (HRC 60~62) through 
a proprietary process to achieve a level of hardness (HV1200) to cut 
strong materials ...........................................P/N 12-04993 .......... $39.95
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